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expanded gamut printing
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Equino

Equinox is EskoArtwork’s unique color technology for expanded gamut printing. Take productivity to the next level by
reducing production costs, eliminating press downtime and ink changes. Expanded gamut printing makes it possible
to reproduce a spot color while maintaining the visual brand identity.

Why 7 Color Process or
expanded gamut printing?
Today’s brands include an ever-increasing number of product variants.
This in turn leads to shorter packaging or label lifecycles. The result is a
significantly more complex production process and increased cost for
printed materials.
In today’s economic climate, increasing profits means decreasing costs.
Equinox (Expanded gamut printing) is the prefect solution to bring productivity to the next level.
However, navigating your way through expanded gamut can be complex.
Equinox combines the best software tools with technical expertise to help
you plot the best route forward.

Benefits
•
•
•
•

Reduce production costs
Eliminate press downtime
Do away with ink changes
Reduce spot colors without compromising visual brand identity

Editorial control ...
The Equinox advantage
Equinox uses ICC profiles and color algorithms in its color
calculations. There’s never a need for a user to make a deci sion about color matching or printing conditions - Equinox
automatically gets this information from the ICC profiles.
However, users can make editorial decisions.
With the Equinox Adobe® Photoshop® plug-in, users can
choose to make grass greener, constrain orange from flesh
tones, add blue to a violet sweater but not a blue sky, or
any other editorial change imaginable.

Match original

A platform independent
set of smart tools...

Greener grass

Equinox functionality is available in applications like Adobe®
Photoshop®, ArtPro and PackEdge for users that want full
control.Suitable for offset, flexo or gravure printing, Equinox
supports up to 5, 6 or 7 inks of your choice.* Equinox
combines unique color algorithms with our expertise to
bring unparalleled control of 7 color process to the printing industry.
* Some ink combinations may have legal restrictions on usage.
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Advanced editorial control is also brought to spot color and
blend conversion. For spot colors, users can choose the
closest ∆E color match as calculated from the ICC profile.
They can also choose a range of alternatives for improved
press stability and appearance based on EskoArtworks
unique color algorithms. Blends are converted to provide
an accurate match while eliminating angle conflicts and ink
opacity problems.

